
Arrive at our school – tucked away behind the sleepy village of Wickwar in South Gloucestershire – 

any time during term and you can’t help but hear the sounds of happiness and excitement from our 

children from the moment you arrive. Step inside – and the evidence of that enthusiasm is 

everywhere you look – from the monitor in the school reception area showing examples of our 

children learning, to the creative displays in the atrium at our ‘crossroads’ by the library. Then, when 

you first meet any of our children, staff or our Head Teacher and Governors, what will strike you is a 

similar sense of energy and enthusiasm for our over-riding mission – to provide “roots to grow and 

wings to fly” for each and every one of our children.  

Speak to any one of our team however, and you’ll quickly find out it’s much more than just this 

initial sense of enthusiasm and excitement – it’s a deep felt commitment and determination to 

provide every child with opportunities for “limitless learning”. This commitment and determination 

is evidenced in everything you’ll see and hear, from the simply outstanding early year’s provision we 

know our Foundation and Key Stage 1 Team is renowned for providing, to the state of the art 

LearnPad technology soon to be installed for both Key Stages 1 and 2.  

Our ‘Aspire’ Values (Adaptability, Self-belief, Perseverance, Inclusion, Respect and Enquiry) underpin 

everything we do. Children and staff are constantly committed to achieving the very best outcomes 

possible across a broad and innovative curriculum. We are really proud of our children’s behaviours 

for learning and the way they collaborate. Whilst we embrace traditional values, we use the latest 

generations of educational technology to help us ensure our children are well equipped for the 

future.   

Then go outside, into our extensive grounds and see the outdoor classroom, vegetable garden, pond 

and nature area, climbing wall and outside fitness gym soon to be installed to encourage the physical 

development of our children – all set within the glorious countryside setting we’re so fortunate to be 

able to offer. 

So, our aim is to give each and every one of our children “roots to grow” and “wings to fly” – and to 

do it all with a passion for “limitless learning” that you can’t help but see, feel and hear from every 

child and member of our team. All this combines to provide a truly unique opportunity for each and 

every child we’re privileged to work with! 

Why not come and see for yourselves just how much more Val and the team can offer your child at 

our school. We look forward to welcoming you with REAL excitement!!!  

 

 

 


